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Abstract— Accurate measurement of position and attitude
information is particularly important. Traditional measurement
methods generally require high-precision measurement equip-
ment for analysis, leading to high costs and limited applicability.
Vision-based measurement schemes need to solve complex visual
relationships. With the extensive development of neural networks
in related fields, it has become possible to apply them to
the object position and attitude. In this paper, we propose
an object pose measurement scheme based on convolutional
neural network and we have successfully implemented end-to-
end position and attitude detection. Furthermore, to effectively
expand the measurement range and reduce the number of
training samples, we demonstrated the independence of objects
in each dimension and proposed subadded training programs.
At the same time, we generated generating image encoder to
guarantee the detection performance of the training model in
practical applications.
Index Terms— Convolutional neural network, generating image
encoder, position and attitude measurement, subadded picture.
I. INTRODUCTION
THE accurate acquisition of real-time object and attitudeinformation is critical for a wide range of applications.
Based on radar, laser, and other pose measurement sensors,
high requirements are placed on such measurement equipment.
Moreover, most of these solutions require strict measurement
conditions and cumbersome measurement procedures. These
problems pose can present limitations to acquiring position
and posture information.
With the development of computer technology, monocular
vision measurement is widely used in different fields such
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as aviation, navigation, aerospace, industry, and military [1].
Compared to traditional inertial device-based measurement
methods, monocular vision pose measurement has the advan-
tage of not requiring physical contact [2], [3]. In addition,
this measurement method is not subject to the measurement
of the internal structure of the measured object, reducing the
complexity of measurement equipment. However, such vision-
based measurements need to determine the correspondence
between specific feature points on the measured object and
their image pixel locations.
Several studies have investigated pose measurement algo-
rithms, features for pose measurement, 3-D reconstruction,
and the test environment for pose measurement [4]–[9]. For
instance, [10] and [11] described the composition of the
pose measuring system in video guidance sensor (VGS).
A physical map of multiple path beyond line of sight com-
munication was introduced in [12] and [13]. The feature
points in the measurement were extracted using the fore-
ground image minus the background image. There was a
filter film on the target to be measured, and the camera was
equipped with a laser lighting device. However, the use of
laser measuring equipment and filter films has increased the
difficulty of applying such methods in a general-purpose envi-
ronment. Because of this, it is particularly necessary to find a
smart and efficient measurement scheme with high measure-
ment accuracy, low time consumption, and simple equipment
requirements.
We propose a real-time position-and-attitude information
solution for objects, which is based on a convolutional neural
network [14]. This scheme uses the monocular vision system
to obtain a specific marker image on the target object.
In end-to-end validation experiments, by preprocessing the
acquired images and putting them into the neural network,
the well-trained pose measurement model is obtained to
achieve an accurate measurement.
Furthermore, to reduce the number of neural network train-
ing sets, a wide range of angle and attitude information
measurements is simultaneously achieved. We demonstrate the
independence of pose movement in each dimension of the
object in the pixel coordinate system, so that the excellent
model training can be achieved without large traversal of all
measurement angles. Using visual independence, we created
a new training image—subadded picture. This kind of picture
is used for network training. However, there is an absolute
2difference between subadded picture and the actual image we
get. With the idea of generating network [15], we use the
encoder network [16] to achieve the conversion of captured
images and training images.
The proposed theory is tested on its own data set. The
experimental results show that our algorithm has outperformed
the current state-of-the-art results, in which the existing vision-
based position and attitude measurement solutions.
The main contributions of this paper can be summarized in
the following three points.
1) To the best of authors’ knowledge, this paper is the first
to apply convolutional neural networks to the continuous
accurate measurement of position and attitude. Our main
contribution is a rigorous evaluation of multiple CNN
models and factors. By comparing the results with other
traditional methods, it illustrates how the CNN-based
methods represent the state of the art of position and
pose estimation.
2) We theoretically analyze the visual correspondences
between dimensions in the process of position and atti-
tude movement, which groundbreakingly demonstrate
the visual independence of each dimensional change.
This theory lays a solid foundation for effectively reduc-
ing the number of neural network training sets. Through
the effective preprocessing of pictures, a small picture
training set is made to obtain an excellent test model.
At the same time, the theory has also expanded the range
of angle measurements and enhanced the effectiveness
of analysis.
3) Based on the above-mentioned approach, we introduce
the theory of generative networks and present it as an
image encoder. Realizing the effective transformation
between the actual project picture and the training
picture, it enhances the universal applicability of the
program in more complex situations.
II. RELATED WORK
Precise measurement of object position and attitude has
been investigated from different points of view and with
different techniques. Among them, the monocular vision pose
measurement system is widely used in various fields. It has the
advantages of simple structure, low cost, and strong real-time
performance. However, existing monocular vision measure-
ment systems all require artificial calibration of image models,
camera internal and external parameter models, and lens
distortion calibration models. These tasks can be automated
through machine learning related theories. We first effectively
preprocess the feature marker image, which is based on the
visual correspondence of the object pose movement. By using
convolutional neural networks, the high-level abstraction of the
processed image is performed. At the same time, we achieved
the efficient conversion of training images and actual images
through a generative encoder. Our work is to automate the
calibration of complex models in visual correspondence. The
measurement range of the sample is enlarged, the measure-
ment accuracy is improved, and the real-time measurement
performance is enhanced [17].
A. Visual Correspondence Analysis
The main modeling objects in machine vision are mea-
surement cameras and targets. The focus of the current pose
measurement includes the transformation between coordinate
systems and camera internal and external parameter cali-
brations. At the same time, it also involves the extraction
of target features, feature matching, pose calculation algo-
rithm, and other aspects in the image. In the analysis of
the image coordinate system, Gonzalez et al. [18] proposed
the relationship between the image pixel system and the
image physical coordinate system and the conversion rule.
Szeliski [19] proposed an aperture imaging model that best
fits the actual imaging situation for the camera imaging
model. The weak perspective imaging model proposed by
Gold et al. [20] effectively simplifies the small hole imaging
model. At the same time, in the actual measurement, it is
often necessary to convert the camera’s measurement results
to the world coordinate system. For example, the measurement
results are converted to the robot coordinate system in the
robot system [21]. The aforementioned helps the system
make decisions and contributes to analyzing the accuracy of
the measurement system’s measurement results. In addition,
the camera parameters need to be calibrated before taking
measurements [22]. At the same time, it also needs to consider
the problem of lens distortion. Otherwise, it will affect the
measurement performance [23].
In the feature matching process, the existing method usually
uses the difference method to perform feature extraction of
the cooperation target. This method is implemented using
laser illumination. With a specific wavelength laser, two types
of images are taken: foreground and background images.
Subtracting the two images yields a simple image containing
the target.
Human-made calibration and extraction will inevitably
cause a lot of loss of precision, and the time cost is high.
Because of this, we rely entirely on machine learning for
the above process, which can effectively avoid the above
problems. By constructing an efficient neural network, useful
training samples are made to implement the iteration and
update of internal parameters. Furthermore, the correspon-
dence between the camera and the specific marker can be
automatically determined.
B. Position and Attitude Measurement
Measurement schemes based on cooperation goals or non-
cooperative goals are the two main approaches to the cur-
rent position-and-attitude information solving. Heaton and
Howard [24] conducted a detailed analysis of the measure-
ment of cooperation objectives. Such a scheme can accu-
rately extract the centroid of the feature point on the image
and reduce the extraction error. Noncooperative target sys-
tems do not require specially designed cooperation goals.
Therefore, feature extraction is a crucial step in the nonco-
operative target pose measurement, and it has the character-
istics of high difficulty in the extraction and low extraction
accuracy [25], [26].
A measurement scheme with a defined cooperation goal can
significantly enhance measurement universality [27]. For this
3reason, we use the form of cooperation objectives in the 
program for adequate training and testing.
C. Conversion and Detection Based on
Convolutional Neural Networks
In recent years, convolutional neural networks have played 
a key role in all areas of pattern recognition. Such networks 
have achieved significant results in the detection, classifi-
cation, and regression based on image analysis [28]–[32]. 
Krizhevsky et al. [14] proposed AlexNet. The data expansion 
strategy proposed in this paper has solved the problems in 
data training. Afterward, Zeiger and Fergus [33] proposed ZF 
Net, Simonyan and Zisserman [34] proposed VGG Net, and 
Szegedy et al. [35] proposed GoogLeNet further improved and 
optimized it.
In [36], ResNet, proposed by Microsoft Research Asia 
in 2015, effectively solves the convergence problem of deep 
networks. Based on this, the network is widely used in vari-
ous fields such as detection, segmentation, and identification. 
In this paper, we try to use this type of system for active 
position and attitude detection. At the same time, related work 
is also dedicated to exploring the impact of different depth 
network layers on measurement results. Experiments have 
achieved excellent results. To better solve the problem of gra-
dient disappearance, DenseNet, proposed by Huang et al. [37] 
directly connects all layers of the network. As already stated, 
this effectively reduces the network parameters and width and 
makes full use of the feature map. We use this method to make 
full use of the information in the feature map. So that when the 
physical information of the object is minimal, the network can 
still better distinguish the tiny difference between the picture’s 
pixels.
Goodfellow et al. [15] proposed a generative confrontation 
network, which effectively improved the efficiency of unsu-
pervised learning. This network is widely used for image 
generation, such as superresolution tasks, semantic segmenta-
tion, etc., in a complex distributed environment. We expertly 
combine this network with a picture encoder. This approach 
aims to establish a picture conversion and generation system, 
and the useful link between the training picture and the actual 
picture is achieved finally. The specific application of this 
theory in this article will be discussed in detail in the next 
chapter.
III. POSITION AND ATTITUDE MEASUREMENT BASED
ON CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK
AND GENERATING IMAGE ENCODER
This new position and attitude measurement method will 
be discussed in the following two aspects. First, we obtained 
images of specific markers with a different position and 
posture information, and they were effectively preprocessed. 
We use labeled convolutional neural networks for labeling 
training. Furthermore, to improve measurement accuracy and 
reduce the amount of training required, we analyzed the 
visual correspondence between six dimensions of information 
change [38]. Based on this, a sufficient and minimal number 
of training sets is realized, and the conversion between test 
images and training sets is completed.
A. End-to-End Information Detection
The image is a quantitative representation of the real scene
by the camera, transformed from the real scene to the image
through the following processes.
1) The conversion of the object from the world coordinate
system to the camera coordinate system.
2) Perspective imaging of the camera.
3) After imaging, the transformation from the picture phys-
ical’s coordinate system to the picture pixel coordinate
system.
Therefore, the image can be used to calculate the position
and posture relationship of the object in the real scene.
Spatial position transformation is the basis of visual theory.
Many experts and scholars have made research on coordinate
system transformation between the two rigid body coordinate
systems [39].
In general, the distance between the camera and the target
is much larger than the target size when acquiring and pho-
tographing the feature marker. Based on this feature, it can be
assumed that the distance from all points to the camera is a
constant. At the same time, the imaging model of the camera
is modeled using a small hole model.
Finally, the image physical coordinate system uses the
center of the image as the origin, and the image pixel coor-
dinate system uses the upper left corner of the image as the
origin. Since the image pixel coordinate system is used in
machine vision processing, the point on the image needs to
be converted.
We define the world coordinate of the point as (X, Y, Z),
the picture pixel coordinate as (u, v), and the camera focal
length as f . The translation and rotation between the two rigid
bodies are represented by vectors T and R. We assume that
the dimensions of the charge-coupled device (CCD) pixels are
dx and dy
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The matrix contains a total of 11 parameters that can be
calibrated by the camera. Define a matrix M that represents
the camera’s internal and external parameters
M =
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1
dx
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1
dy
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⎤
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4Fig. 1. End-to-end position and attitude detection system architecture.
Fig. 2. CNN structure for object position and attitude information detection.
In view of the above-mentioned visual correspondence
analysis, there is a specific relationship between position and
attitude movement and picture pixel distribution. We used
convolutional neural networks to create feature extractors
consisting of convolutional layers and subsampling lay-
ers, and use it to extract pixel distribution features. The
information regression analysis is performed by changing
the final layer activation function of the network to be
linear.
According to the previously described visual correspon-
dence theory, convolutional networks can be used to perform
the regression analysis of position and attitude information.
In the end-to-end detection demonstration experiment, we built
a shallow convolutional network for testing, with nine convo-
lution layers.
Experiments used black-and-white checkerboard patterns as
feature markers. We have obtained a checkerboard picture
in different poses and positions and assigned it to a set
of six dimensions to make it a training set. Based on this,
we complete the neural network training.
Fig. 3. Generating encoder network structure.
To make the training effect better, we have reduced the
sample acquisition interval in each dimension. The sample
minimum acquisition interval is controlled to around 0.01
(i.e., position information is not less than 0.01 m, attitude
information is not less than 0.01◦).
Fine sample acquisition is helpful to enrich the feature rep-
resentation in different information changing situations. The
aforementioned can enhance the feature extraction accuracy
of convolutional neural networks. At the same time, we are
also aware that with a wide range of attitude and distance
information acquisition, this fine sample acquisition will result
in an exponential increase in the number of necessary training
sets. For both, we have conducted a deeper exploration of
visual correspondence. The already stated can not only signif-
icantly reduce the number of samples but can also guarantee
the training accuracy of neural networks. Fig. 1 shows the
detection architecture of the system. Fig. 2 provides a detailed
description of the CNN network structure we have defined with
good detection accuracy.
B. Subadded Picture
Analyzing the single feature point on the cooperative target,
we can see that in the process of continuously shooting two
images by the camera, the target only translates x in the
X -axis direction, and then the feature point also translates x
in the X -axis direction. Let the feature point on the cooperation
target be P , then the space coordinate of point P will change
from (x0, y0, z0) to P ′ (x0 + x, y0, z0). We perform image
processing on the two consecutive images taken by the camera
and feature point matching. The pixel coordinate of the feature
point P on the first image is (u0, v0), and the pixel coordinate
of P ′ on the image is (u0′, v0 ′). Subtracting pixel coordinates,
we can get the following formula:
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the Z -axis is shifted by y and z, we can get the following 
relationship:
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It can be inferred that the spatial translation of the target
can be reflected in the picture pixel coordinate system. Also,
there is a linear relationship between the translational motion
and the camera’s internal and external parameters. When the
camera continuously shoots two images, if the target rotates θz
only around the Z -axis, the feature point also rotates only θz
about the Z -axis. As above, subtracting the pixel coordinates
of the feature points in the two images, we can get
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Similarly, if the target is only around the Y -axis and the
X -axis is rotated by θy and θx , then
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Therefore, it can be inferred that the spatial rotation of the
target can be reflected in the picture pixel coordinate system.
Also, there is a linear relationship between the rotational
motion and the camera’s internal and external parameters.
Because of this, we propose to use the sum of indepen-
dent mobile information in each dimension of the object
instead of the six dimensions to jointly move information.
We use this as a training sample to replace the actual required
joint movement information.1 To ensure adequate informa-
tion acquisition, we perform binarization processing on all
images obtained. The aforementioned can mostly avoid the
influence of light, rain, fog, and other weather on the visual
information of the signature. In addition, we also perform other
effective preprocessing on the actual samples obtained. Before
the sample is put into training, the binarized information-
containing picture is subtracted from the reference picture
to form a difference map. The already stated allows neural
networks to extract information changes more efficiently. This
change implies the vectorial nature of the position and attitude
movements. In general, the training samples that have been
effectively preprocessed should be compared with the baseline
image first, and then the individual moving images in each
dimension should be added. We term it as the picture based
on the above method subadded picture.
Based on this, we have achieved the goal of accomplishing
large-scale training missions using very few training sets.
In the case of determining the angular measurement range,
the measured pace is adjusted in each dimension, and sample
acquisition of independent information is completed, and
through the combination of ways to eventually achieve the
construction of a large-scale training set.
C. Generating Image Encoder
Subadded picture has an accurate of 6-D position and
attitude information, but it is different from the visual image
obtained in the actual project. However, both types of images
contain the same vector change relationship so that they can
be transformed into each other. Given this, we combine the
generative network architecture with the image encoder with
1For example, we need to obtain a sample with six dimensions of
(m1, m2, m3, m4, m5, m6). At this point, we can create (m1, m0, m0, m0,
m0, m0), (m0, m2, m0, m0, m0, m0), (m0, m0, m3, m0, m0, m0), (m0, m0,
m0, m4, m0, m0), (m0, m0, m0, m0, m5, m0), (m0, m0, m0, m0, m5, m6),
a total of six types of independent mobile information pictures, and add and
process the six types of picture information at the pixel level. m0 represents
the reference value in each information dimension.
6Fig. 4. Position and attitude detection framework based on subadded pictures and generating image encoder.
TABLE I
POSITION AND ATTITUDE TEST ERROR IN END-TO-END EXPERIMENTS
the help of the theory of generative adversarial networks.
Generating image encoder comes from this.
We adjusted the original image encoder architecture. The
visual image acquired by the actual project is used as an
encoder input, and the subadded picture used for network
training is output as an encoder. In this way, the training model
is applied in practical engineering. Fig. 3 provides a detailed
description of the internal architecture of Generating Image
Encoder. Fig. 4 shows the global architecture of the detection
network based on Subadded Pictures and Generating Image
Encoder.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
Based on the 3Dmax model making software, we acquired
117 649 actual marker images with different locations and
information and made them into a training set. The exper-
iment was performed on the data set we made. We chose
black-and-white checkerboards as feature markers. Within the
measurement interval, several such images were taken for
neural network training. The 6-D information corresponding
to these images is accurate to two decimal places.
A. Experiments of End-to-End Inspection
We developed our model by using the python deep learning
library Keras [45] on a PC with a single 3.2-GHz CPU and a
single GTX1080 GPU.
In the end-to-end verification stage of verification, we chose
the ResNet–50 as the detection network architecture. In the
measurement interval, we photographed several of these
7Fig. 5. Error of the predicted distance and offsets.
images for training on the Internet. The number of full
connections in these network layers is gradually attenuated.
Based on the above visual correspondence, the attitude and
position information has a specific relationship with the
pixel point distribution of the image. Therefore, we adjust
the final layer activation function to linear , the number
of full-connection final layers is set as 6 [46]. With this
setting, all six dimensions of information could be accurately
output.
Based on the Kreas neural network framework, combined
with the storage performance of existing equipment, we per-
formed model iterative training. During the training of each
model, the network randomly captures 2601 pictures in the
training set to form a group of images. The epoch control for
each model is 2, the batch size is set to 2, and the learning rate
is set to 0.03. After the current model is trained and saved,
the network will first read the relevant weight information of
the previous model, and then randomly grab the training set
image for the next round of training. We conducted a total
of 50 such model iteration training. The network training effect
was positively related to the scale and accuracy of the training
set. We first performed an ergodic sample acquisition within
the measured interval. The sample acquisition step was 0.01.
We believe that such effective training set coverage contributes
to the generalization of the network and enhance its robustness.
Table I shows the accuracy of our model in the detection of
position and attitude information.
Analyzing the relevant information in the table, we can
see that ergodic sample acquisition helps to enhance the
generalization of the network. The aforementioned can sig-
nificantly improve the test accuracy of the model. However,
the exponential growth of the number of samples caused
by this has also challenged the acquisition and training of
samples.
Figs. 5 and 6 show a visual analysis of the position and
attitude errors, respectively. We set the error control threshold
line separately on the two types of information dimensions
involving position and attitude. Among them, the position-
related threshold line was set to 0.025 m, and the gesture line
was set to 90 s. It can be seen that 100% of the test samples
are controlled within the threshold line.
The above-mentioned experimental results demonstrate the
end-to-end detection performance based on convolutional
Fig. 6. Error of the predicted attitude.
TABLE II
EFFECT OF SAMPLE COVERAGE ON POSITION AND ATTITUDE
MEASUREMENTS IN END-TO-END EXPERIMENTS
neural networks. The implementation of high-precision detec-
tion systems also depends on the acquisition of traversal sam-
ples. However, the difficulty of traversing a sample is directly
proportional to the detection range. Once the scope of infor-
mation detection is expanded, the acquisition of such samples
will certainly become an engineering difficulty. Table II shows
the effect of sample coverage on position and attitude measure-
ments in end-to-end experiments. Given this, we have reduced
the size of the training sets and conducted experimental tests.
8TABLE III
PARAMETERS AND TEST RESULTS ERROR OF DIFFERENT NETWORKS OF SUBADDED PICTURES
On the original basis, the ergodic acquisition of the sample was
changed to select a small number of samples within the test
range. In the test interval, we randomly picked 50 000 sample
images with a different position-and-attitude information for
training. These images account for 1/20 000 000 of the total
number of theoretical training samples.
B. Experiments of Subadded Picture
Combined with the theory proposed earlier in this paper,
the experiment was tested on subadded picture. In various
information dimensions within the test scope, we selected
51 test samples. These test samples equally covered our
preferred position and attitude in test ranges. The total number
of sample creations in the six information dimensions is 306.
Based on the permutation and combination method, we used
these images to produce 50 000 subadded pictures. Similarly,
the sample coverage is controlled around 1/20 000 000.
We first studied the effect of different convolutional neural
network architectures on the recognition accuracy. Five differ-
ent network architectures have been designed to perform com-
parative experiments. These neural networks mainly include
three categories: self-built shallow convolutional neural net-
works, ResNet, and DenseNet.
It can be seen that the subadded pictures show a good
adaptability to networks of different types and layers. Different
depths of ResNet network can achieve final convergence on
the verification set, and the convergence results are related to
the number of network layers. In the five types of network
architectures, we have verified that the loss function of the
ResNet–152 network is relatively high. The reason is that
too deep convolutional network architecture will extract high
level, more abstract posture, and dimensional information.
This excessive feature extraction caused a partial loss of
accurate information. Therefore, we can infer that a more
appropriate network depth will provide good help for feature
extraction and information analysis.
Table III shows the convergence of different networks.
It can be seen that the detection of subadded pictures based
on convolutional neural networks can obtain useful and fast
network convergence results.
At the same time, we also found that the size of the image
input has a significant effect on the detection accuracy. When
the size of the input image was 128 × 128, the network train-
ing fluctuates, and it was not easy to converge. By adjusting
Fig. 7. Network loss function comparison. Changes in loss with epoch
under (a) ResNET-50 and ResNet-152 network architecture and (b) DenseNet,
Con-4, and Con9 network architecture.
Fig. 8. Effect of image size and stride on accuracy. Visualization of
position and attitude measurement errors as a function of (a) step change and
(b) Num_of_Pix.
the input image size to 256 × 256, the network achieved fast
and effective convergence. Furthermore, we set the picture
size to 640 × 480, which reduced the detection error to
the minimum of the three. On the other hand, the size of
the interval when selecting the samples in each dimension
also affected the detection accuracy. Sample preparations with
a separation of 0.01 were better than 0.02, 0.04, and 0.08.
Figs. 7 and 8 visualize the comparison experiment in the
following. We conducted a comparative test on the sample
models of four types of unsynchronized amplitudes and three
types of network models with different image sizes. It can be
seen that as the selection of sample steps continues to increase,
both the distance and the angle of the test error have increased.
Among them, the model test accuracy of 0.01 and 0.02 is
similar. As mentioned earlier, it shows that the measurement
model does not distinguish between the features of the two.
Therefore, such stride selection has reached the peak of the
feature resolution of the image. On the other hand, as the size
of the input image continues to increase, the accuracy of its
9TABLE IV
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TABLE V
EFFECT OF STRIDE ON NETWORK TEST RESULTS OF SUBADDED PICTURES
model tests continues to rise. On the other hand, as the size
of the input image continues to surge, the accuracy of its
model tests continues to upturn. We set the acquired image
size to 640 × 480 so that we can ensure the test efficiency
while guaranteeing the test accuracy. Table IV shows the
image size impact on network test results of subadded pictures,
and Table V shows the stride effecton network test results of
subadded pictures.
C. Experiments for Generating Image Encoder
The subadd theory is the first realization of the visual corre-
spondence relationship in the application of neural networks.
This can significantly reduce the amount of training required
while ensuring the accuracy of the test. To further realize the
effective transformation of the actual test pictures and training
pictures, we used the previous theory of generating image
encoder to perform the image conversion test.
The picture transformation network is designed as a
convolution–deconvolution structure. Based on the previous
theory, whether it is the actual shooting picture or subadded
picture, all have the same visual correspondence. Therefore,
the two can be transformed. We use the real captured image
as a network input and the processed image as a network
output. The latter corresponds to the type of picture we use
when training the network. Based on this, we can achieve
the application of the training model in actual testing. In the
design process of this network, we found that deep networks
like ResNet were more difficult to converge. This problem is
related to a large number of parameters to be trained in a deep
network. At the same time, after the picture passes through the
deep convolutional network, the high-dimensional features are
extracted. This high-dimensional feature is more difficult to
recover in a deconvolution network. The shallow network can
better avoid such problems.
It is worth mentioning that in the specific design process
of the convolutional network, we use Leaky rectified linear
unit (ReLU) as an activation function. This can effectively
avoid the death of neurons caused by large gradients flowing
Fig. 9. Physical measurement platform.
through neurons. At the same time, Batch Normalization (BN)
had been introduced into all layers of our network. With the
introduction of BN, slight changes in position and attitude
information were magnified in the feature map. This dramat-
ically improves the ability of the network to generalize this
information.
Based on this, for the first time, we combined the generating
image encoder with the theory of visual correspondence and
achieved image conversion. At the same time, for the details of
network design and parameter control, we also designed sev-
eral rounds of comparative experiments and recorded relevant
data as shown in Table VI.
It can be seen that a flexible shallow network architecture
helps to enhance the conversion performance of the image.
At the same time, ReLU shows better convergence than tanh.
We also note that the number of convolutional cores in each
convolutional layer should be set within a reasonable range.
This is to ensure that the combination of a fair amount of
convolution kernels and shallow convolutional networks has
better feature extraction capabilities, and these features can be
restored by the deconvolution layer.
Based on the analysis of the network architecture and the
details of the parameters, we selected the optimal network
for the conversion test. Based on the study of the network
architecture and the details of the parameters, we chose the
optimal network for the conversion test. The test error of the
actual picture is shown in Table VII.
It is worth mentioning that based on the above-mentioned
analysis, the network shows good test results, and it can also
achieve real-time fast detection. For the equipment used in the
experiment, the detection time of our position-and-attitude test
model on each picture was approximately 0.075 s.
D. Object Position and Attitude Measurement
Experiment in Real Environment
Based on the above-mentioned theoretical analysis and
experimental results analysis, object position and attitude
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PARAMETERS AND ARCHITECTURE ADJUSTMENT COMPARATIVE EXPERIMENT OF GENERATING IMAGE ENCODER
TABLE VII
POSITION AND ATTITUDE TEST ERROR IN GENERATING IMAGE ENCODER
TABLE VIII
POSITION AND ATTITUDE TEST ERROR IN END-TO-END EXPERIMENTS IN REAL ENVIRONMENTS
measurement based on convolutional neural network proved
to have higher accuracy. The relevant conclusions provide
adequate support for model training and testing in the actual
environment. On this basis, we have built a six-degrees-of-
freedom position and attitude measuring device in line with
this subject.
The device has a three-degrees-of-freedom position with a
minimum movement distance of 0.01 m and a three-degrees-
of-freedom attitude with a minimum change angle of 0.01◦.
The aforementioned provides a guarantee for us to obtain full
real training sample acquisition. Furthermore, we placed the
actual measurement plane on the measuring device and set
a black-and-white checkerboard as a feature marker on the
plane. At the same time, we built a visual capture module
for capturing the actual image. The physical measurement
platform is shown in Fig. 9.
The six-degrees-of-freedom mobile device is controlled by
a computer-driven motor. In terms of parameter settings of the
device, we control the motor to perform posture rotation and
position movement every 0.01 units by running a script.
We use the visual capture module to capture the input image
and give the actual position and pose information as a label,
making it into a training set. The vision capture module uses
a 5–50-mm zoom lens with a field of view of 60◦–9.2◦. Such
lens parameter settings can be effectively matched with the
distance between the actual measurement platform and the
visual capture device to ensure accurate capture of the feature
markers.
Using the images captured by the visual capture device,
we trained and tested the neural network. The detection
network used is the same as the end-to-end detection network
used in Table I, for the comparative analysis between the
simulation and the actual measurement. The detection results
are shown in Table VIII.
V. CONCLUSION
We proposed an end-to-end position and attitude detection
system based on CNN. In the monocular vision system envi-
ronment, this measurement scheme achieves short-term, high-
efficiency, and accurate measurement. Furthermore, based on
the visual correspondence theory we have analyzed, we real-
ized the application of subadded pictures in practical engi-
neering situations, which depends on the implementation of
generating image encoder. This allows the method to reduce as
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much unnecessary standard time as possible while maintaining 
the measurement results. In summary, compared to traditional 
position and attitude measurement methods, this will effec-
tively promote the further development of intelligent precision 
measurement in theory and engineering. We will explore the 
influence of the proportion of information in each dimension 
on subadded pictures and try to incorporate sufficient relevant 
information besides position and attitude. At the same time, 
more effective signature extraction and pretreatment programs 
will be investigated. Earlier stated will improve the system’s 
accuracy and universality in engineering applications.
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